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Integration of theories in psychotherapy: The expansion of the four assumptions in psychotherapy
Nario IHARA  ?Waseda University?
?I propose here an integrated theory of psychotherapy. For this purpose, I propose the 4 assumptions of psychotherapy. 
Assumption 1 manifests the relationship between the ego and the self, and I propose here that the self includes others 
in itself. I emphasize the fact that psychological and brain science has shown that the brain has the function of imitating 
others in itself. As such, the self includes others from the early stages of human development. In assumption 2, I propose 
that the unconscious should be viewed as a spectrum between consciousness and unconsciousness. Assumption 2 
manifests the phases in the consciousness-unconsciousness spectrum. Under line A is the individual unconscious and 
under line B is the collective unconscious. Assumption 3 manifests the function of holding. B is contained by A. I propose 
here that holding or receiving is the most essential function in Psychotherapy. Assumption 4 manifests the psychological 
function of independence. I propose that active human movement is the most valuable and fundamental function in 
psychological activity.
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